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Painting the Landscape of Government Innovation in California — Uniting People, Process, & Technology

Cal-IPGCA Cohort 2022 – “Team California” Pioneers Government Innovation into the Future

Recommendations from Cal-IPGCA Cohort 2021: Cal-IPGCA finds that the State of California must build an 
authentic, inclusive, and diverse forum for its 240,000-strong workforce, if that workforce is to collaborate efficiently 
and effectively across the State’s 237 agencies, departments, boards, and commissions. Such a forum is essential 
to working more nimbly with the private sector, as well. The Cohort 2021 findings reinforced that the State needs a 
State Agency Collaboration Network (SACNet) to empower and enable its employees and organizations to rapidly 
share knowledge, skills, abilities, and resources, and to foster the agile interagency collaboration essential to 
deliver a California for All.

Cal-IPGCA Cohort 2021 recognized that integration of people, process, and technology is key to a resilient 
California government. Cohort 2021 outcomes were built upon the outcomes of Cohort 2019. The O.N.E. 
Integrators Team had representatives from the four Cohort 2021 Moonshot Teams, namely the SACNet Pilots, 
Teleteam, M&M, and Unifiers. The O.N.E. Integrators, standing for Opening Minds, Networking Agencies, and 
Expanding Connections, provided opportunities for cross-collaboration and integration among all innovation 
priorities and teams. We also identified interdependencies and synergies, reduced redundancy of effort, and 
enhanced the performance and outcomes of every team. (Cohort 2021’s teamed Moonshot Innovation Plans and 
recommendations are provided below.)

Cal-IPGCA Cohort 2022, through a facilitated applied innovation and change process, will proceed in the acceleration of 
outcomes achieved by Cohort 2021. Their mission–to build and launch a deployment strategy and framework for activating 
4 Moonshot Solutions and 8 project prototypes, under 8 Innovation Priorities assigned to Cal-IPGCA by State Leadership.

ANNOUNCING: Cal-IPGCA COHORT 2022 REGISTRATION OPEN!

TEAM CALIFORNIA
Pioneering Government Innovation Into the Future

COHORT 2022
JANUARY 13 – JUNE 9

Cal-IPGCA Association SponsorExecutive Managing Sponsor Executive NGO Sponsor

Executive Departmental Sponsors

Executive Association Sponsor

POWERED BY:

Since 2012, through the California Innovation 
Playbook for Government Change Agents 
(Cal-IPGCA), ORA Systems, Inc., of California, has 
trained pioneers of innovation and change for 
the State of California. Professional development 
hours meet the State of California biennial 
leadership training requirements. (GC19995.4).

• Collectively, the activation will be conducted through an iterative agile innovation cycle under the umbrella of statewide 
beta test models. 

• Cohort 2022’s training curriculum and deployment activities will integrate the oversight of key state leadership that serve as 
both trainers and advisors.

• Cohort 2021, with DWR and DMV as leads, pioneered PoC Beta Testers.  Expanding beyond, but in a 
kindred manner, Cohort 2022 Innovation Teams will collaborate with myriads of subject matter experts (SMEs) that 
participate as Proof of Concept (Poc) Beta Testers.

• State-of-the-art academic, NGO, and private sector resources and technological capabilities will augment and fuel the human-centric 
prototype designs and processes developed by Cohort 2022 under the umbrella of Governor Newsom’s N-04-19 Executive Order.

“I became involved with Cal-IPGCA as a trainee in 2017 and returned in 2019 in their inaugural master’s program and again in 2021 as a program mentor for the O. N. E. Integration Team and the 
SACNet Pilots.  Don’t look at Cal-IPGCA as just another training program. Cal-IPGCA is a human-centric testbed for California Government Innovation and as an organization or trainee representing your 
department, you can help modernize government and make the State of California an employer of choice.” 
–Kamyar Guivetchi, P.E., Manager, Division of Planning, California Department of Water Resources

“The people of California, the people of 
our country, the people of our planet, 
they need you to innovate. They need 
your enthusiasm. They need your vision. 
They need you to think through the 
best practices, but also to just come 
up with the craziest new ways of doing 
government, because that’s the way 
we are going to succeed. We’re going 
to grow. We’re going to solve these big 
problems. I want you guys to reach out. I 
want you to reach out to me. I want you 
to tell me your best ideas. I want us to 
work together. That’s the way we’re going 
to really make a difference in this world.”  
–Angela Barranco, Undersecretary, CA 
Natural Resources Agency – Day of 
Innovation – Cohort 2021 Graduation 
Address – June 10, 2021

Cohort 2022 Video

Master
Calendar

Letter of
Welcome

Cohort
2022

Two-Page Abreviated Brochure::  Link Here

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&sectionNum=19995.4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+4+Projects-Moonshots-Prototypes.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/2022+Webpage_May+1%2C+2021/5.+Cohort2022_InnovationTeamPriorities_Rev+1_Final.pdf
https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/cal-ipgca-2018/Stanford/Governor's+Innovation+Sprint_1.8.19-EO-N-04-19+(2).pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/LIBRARY_MASTER_2021/Cohort2021_SOW_MarketingDocument_Rev+2_FINAL_Linked_022221.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/LETTER+OF+WELCOME+ONLY_090921.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/Cohort2022_DateCycle_REV_1_092721.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/1.+COMBO-REV1_NEW+MASTER_2+PAGE+LINKED_NOV+8.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/Founders_Introduction_Video+2022_NOV+18.mp4
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Our new breed structure carries no titles that 
define stature–status and value is defined through 
input of all, creating Cal-IPGCA’s accelerated 
outcomes, integrity of performance, and 
exponentially advancing employee engagement. 
We face the pace of change as we tap into 
untapped or underutilized skills and capabilities 
within California’s workforce. Cal-IPGCA is equal 
parts top down and bottom up, and we recognize 
that knowledge and wisdom are universal. 

PEOPLE

While process driven management has guided the day to day of business and 
government for centuries, COVID created a stark reality that new workforce business 
practices are essential. All processes under Cal-IPGCA are conducted as “whole-
systems”…we work independently and interdependently simultaneously at every level 
of hierarchy and diversity. Through this free-flow of collaboration, our independence and 
inter-dependence grow in tandem. We build upon what came before so “ever-green” 
is the hybrid color of innovation-it’s essential to meet challenges at the pace of change.

PROCESS

Human systems lead innovation change, but 
technology is the hybrid fuel. Technology is a 
foundation that builds, highlights, expands, and 
sustains human connectivity and process to assure 
the workflow can move in real time. The public 
benefit? Responding to real-time problems with 
real-time solutions in environments of continuous 
change for the State of California and beyond.

TECHNOLOGY

EXECUTIVE ORDER
Governor Newsom’s Innovation Sprint Executive Order N-04-19. A common aim of all Cal-IPGCA Cohorts is to 
make State government an Employer of Choice for current and future employees and a Go-To Service Provider. To 
this end, the State must develop strategies to attract and retain skilled employees in a nationally competitive job 
market; and it must provide consistent training and development opportunities—as a single employer across 
its many agencies—to adapt to new service delivery models in a rapidly changing digital world. As Change 
Agents, Cohort 2022 will demonstrate State employees can help unleash California’s immense human capital.

APPROACH

EMPHASIS
Emphasizing people (human systems), process (business practices),
and technology (tools) results in a dynamic operational framework, 
one that allows government to remain fluid, agile, and resilient and able 
to respond to real-time changes in daily business activities; to societal 
changes; and to such natural hazards as fires, floods, and earthquakes.   

GROUNDBREAKING OUTCOMES
Cal-IPGCA went Virtual: Alongside CA’s mass transition to telework, Cal-IPGCA converted to a fully Virtual 
Platform. Rapidly innovating our skills and capabilities, our training environments transform through Zoom, Slack, 
Google Docs, Rapid Innovation Jam Boards, Innovation Work orders, Passion Projects, our Champion Summit 
and Hackathon–fueled by our Master Innovation Facilitators throughout and a statewide fleet of innovators as 
an auxiliary workforce! Cohort 2022 will continue to advance Cal-IPGCA’s groundbreaking virtual environment.

• Growing far beyond Sacramento Region, trainee participation stretched across the State of California. We grew by 2000%–graduating 797 trainees!

• Cohort 2021 Graduate Analytics

• Cohort 2021 produced 43 independently curated, large-scale, Innovation Playbooks: 37 Individualized Playbooks, 
one for each of 4  Moonshot Teams, 1 Overarching Playbook, and 1 DMV Playbook–“Book of Why.”

From within and across government foster a culture 
conducive to innovation as One System. One State. 
One World. We are independent departments but 
collectively we are the great State of California. As 
one system of government we tap into and access 
the vast skills and capabilities of our workforce to 
meet our challenges and serve the unique needs 
of our constituents at the pace of change.

VISION
To innovate a resilient California that cross-pollinates 

people, processes, and technologies as it taps into 
and accesses the comprehensive capabilities of its 

workforce to collaboratively address the challenges 
and emergencies of the State and to meet 

and serve the dynamic needs of 
constituent communities.

MISSION VALUES
We Challenge. Build. Transform and Thrive. We “Challenge” through 
the activation of our enterprise-wide innovation priorities under the 
strategic advisory of our leaders. We “Build” through the development 
of our Moonshot projects that co-create exponential improvement. We 
“Transform” through co-creative rapid innovation. We “Thrive” through 
accelerated cycles of growth as we tap into and engage the vast resources 
of our state’s 240,000 strong workforce. Independently, our diversity is 
strength. Interdependently as a force of nature…we’re unstoppable!

MISSION, VISION & VALUES

https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/cal-ipgca-2018/Stanford/Governor's+Innovation+Sprint_1.8.19-EO-N-04-19+(2).pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DATA+ANALYTICS+-+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+-+FINAL+GRAPHS/TECH+ANALYSIS_Cohort+2021_Public+Release_083021.pdf
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• “The Forums”–Leaders training Leaders: Key Executive Leaders collaborate to “Chart the Course” of Moonshot Projects. The COVID-19 and racial injustice 
pandemics have exponentially reshaped both the structure and approach of Cohort 2021’s Change Challenge Forums. The events set a new performance 
hallmark for Cohort 2021 in capturing and deploying COVID-Current Leadership Strategy. Newly recorded Forums will be featured in Cohort 2022.

• Led by SACNet Pioneers – the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and Department of Water Resources (DWR) a Proof of Concept Beta Test pioneered 
first level outcomes to “Unite and Ignite” California’s workforce by innovating...

• Deploys the strategic advisory of state leadership for real-time deployment of moonshot projects and CalHR Leadership Values

• Attendee range of 350 – 500 per session

• Graduates were required to have verified attendance at all five 2.5 Hour Forums to receive the 12.5 Professional Development Hours

• JANUARY 14, 2021: Accelerating Government Innovation through Moonshot Projects

• JANUARY 21, 2021: Accelerating Government Innovation through Change Leadership

• FEBRUARY 4, 2021: Accelerating Government Innovation through Digital Upskilling

• FEBRUARY 11, 2021: Accelerating Government Innovation through Intrapreneurship

• FEBRUARY 18, 2021: Accelerating Government Innovation through Risk Intelligence

• The Forum’s Analytics: 284

team
• Agile Government – Builds & sustains a cross-departmental collaboration network

• A Skills Bank – CalHR deployment of statewide Skills and Competencies & 360Energizes Performance Evaluation

• Increased Performance & Outcomes

• A level playing field that creates User Profiles promoting careers by design that are fueled by passion!

• Capacity – Creating real time response to real time emergencies and challenges as we reach out to serve the constituent needs of our State

• Pioneer Departmental Beta Testers:  DMV & DWR lead the charge...Hear their “Why”

• Reduced Redundancy – Increased interdependency and collaboration

• SACNet Analytics

Book of “Why”

Hackathon
Cohort 2021

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES

This “Book of Why” is curated by the DMV PoC
Beta Test Innovators pioneering collaborative
innovation for Cal-IPGCA Cohort 2021.

 “In all the years I’ve participated in roll-outs of new technology 
and processes I’ve never had the occasion to land on the front 
end of the process! No matter the impact, my participation 
in the CAL-IPGCA Hackathon marks a new trajectory in my 
career and I’m loving it!”

This DMV “Book of Why”
was curated from the
“Why Statements” of 
172 DMV Beta Testers 
from Cohort 2021.

“When we know our Why, our what 
does have more meaning. The power of 

this one word is in its ability to unlock 
individual and team potential in our 

resolve to achieve a better tomorrow. In 
that sense ‘Why’ becomes a North Star to 
follow. Our future depends on the power 
of ‘Why’ to unlock and drive our purpose 
and passion. Find your ‘Why’ and it let it 

reveal your path of purpose.” 
–Kathleen Webb, Chief Deputy 

Director, DMV, DMV’s Cal-IPGCA PoC 
“Book of Why”

• Building a bridge between leadership stories to applied exams for trainees, Cal-IPGCA extracted the strategic advisory from its 
Leaders Forums–aligning each of CalHR’s 9 Leadership Values to 18 Micro Training modules that were applied

• At the heart of it all, our Cal-IPGCA State leaders shared ideas that became advice. Their advice inspired innovation, which allowed our creativity and 
ingenuity to develop a vehicle that transformed ideas into moonshot projects.

• 2021 Cal-HR ENGAGE Analytics

— Personally
— Professional – Organizationally, and
— In Cohort or departmental innovation projects

“I think it’s a great 
thing that you all 
are doing and really 
lifting up leaders and 
encouraging innovation. 
It’s so essential across 
government. We have 
a system that doesn’t 
historically reward 
that. You’re building 
a movement from 
within government is 
really, really powerful 
and glad to be part of 
that!” –Secretary Wade 
Crowfoot, California 
Natural Resources 
Agency (CNRA) 
Cal-IPGCA Moonshot 
Presentation 
– January 14, 2021

“The Skills Bank has the 
potential for us to look 
across units, branches, 
divisions, departments, 
and agencies, to 
leverage talent and build 
multidisciplinary and 
multi-skill teams. All of 
this has the potential, not 
just for the Department 
of Water Resources, but 
the State of California 
as a whole. And when I 
think about that, I realized 
how incredibly powerful 
it is.” –Kathie Kishaba, 
Deputy Director, DWR

“The Cal-IPGCA CalHR 
ENGAGE applies the 
value of an idea as a 
metamorphosis. When 
an idea is shared over 
and over and has merit, 
it becomes advice. 
It ignites direction that 
inspires innovation. 
Innovation is driven by 
creativity, which gets 
applied to ingenuity. 
And the ingenuity is 
applied to become a 
vehicle that transports us 
to our goal. 
Cal-IPGCA Leaders–Your 
dedication to sharing 
your ideas has inspired 
a whole new cohort to 
better California.”  
–David Rizzardo, 
Supervising Engineer, 
DWR, Cal-IPGCA 
Facilitator

• Cal-IPGCA CalHR-ENGAGE LMS. –“The Cal-IPGCA CalHR ENGAGE“ applies the value of an idea as a metamorphosis.

Building a Statewide Leadership and Value System... “Cal-IPGCA teaches by 
doing”:  Through a continuous improvement cycle, Cal-IPGCA Cohorts create a vibrant 
learning environment where its trainees apply the strategic advisory of State of California 
Leadership to CalHR’s 9 leadership values.

The Metamorphis of an Idea
Cal-IPGCA CalHR ENGAGE
David Rizzardo, DWR Assistant Facilitator
Cohort 2021

https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/leaders-forums/jan-14-moonshots
https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/leaders-forums/jan-21-change-leadership
https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/leaders-forums/feb-4-digital-upskilling
https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/leaders-forums/feb-11-intrapreneurship
https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/leaders-forums/feb-18-risk-intelligence
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DATA+ANALYTICS+-+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+-+FINAL+GRAPHS/2.++284_Leaders+Forum+Graduates.PNG
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/JUST+ASK+WHY+-+FINAL/Cohort2021_Hackathon_BookofWhy_July6_2021_FULL.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/PoC+Beta+Test_FINAL_Webb-Kishaba_With+Music.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DATA+ANALYTICS+-+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+-+FINAL+GRAPHS/TECH+ANALYSIS_Cohort+2021_Public+Release_083021.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DATA+ANALYTICS+-+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+-+FINAL+GRAPHS/LMS%2BMaster%2BLinks_FINAL_Data%2BAnalytics_071821.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/0.+EXECUTIVE+SUMMARY_Cohort+2021%2C+et+al/Innovationist_The+Value+of+an+Idea_DRizardo_Music_Inspiration_071821.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/0.+Leaders+Forum_All_Master_NOV+6.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/0.+Leaders+Forum_All_Master_NOV+6.pdf
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• Charting the Journey–Moonshot Solutions & Prototypes–Moonshot Solutions & Prototypes....4 Moonshot Projects–8 Prototypes Developed

team2 3 4 51# # # # #

Opening minds. 
Networking Agencies. 
Expanding Connections.

Investing 
in the 

Middle

One Team. 
One World. 
One Love

Make 
Telework 

Work

Unite 
and Ignite 

(U and I)

SACNet Pilots The UnifiersTeleTeamM&M The O.N.E.

Innovation Playbook for Government Change Agents
COHORT 2021

COHORT 2021 Innovation Playbook

The O.N.E.–Opening Minds. Networking Agencies. Expanding Connections

team
The O.N.E.

Opening minds. 
Networking Agencies. 
Expanding Connections.

COHORT 2021 Innovation Playbook

SACNet Pilots–Uniting & Igniting California’s Human Capital

team
SACNet Pilots

Unite 
and Ignite 

(U and I)

The Integrators are an overarching catalyst for developing trust 
and teamwork among all trainees. We provided opportunities 
for cross-collaboration and integration among all innovation 
priorities and teams. We also identified interdependencies 
and synergies, reduced redundancy of effort, and enhanced 
the performance and outcomes of every team.

Moonshot: Unite and ignite California’s human capital as an 
agile workforce to meet the needs of government and society 
in real-time.
Prototypes: State Agency Collaboration Network (SACNet), 
Innovation Corps for public-private alpha-beta testing, 
SACNet Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), and SACNet 
collaborative talent tool (Skills Bank).

• Team member Biographies ALL TEAMS

• MOONSHOT VIDEO OVERVIEW: (Intro)

• MOONSHOT VIDEO PRESENTATION: (Master - Full)

• OUTCOME REPORT: (PDF)

• POWERPOINT SLIDES

• TEAM MEMBER BIOGRAPHIES

• INNOVATION PRIORITIES

• MOONSHOT VIDEO OVERVIEW: (Intro)

• MOONSHOT VIDEO PRESENTATION: (Master - Full)

• POWERPOINT SLIDES

• OUTCOME REPORT: (PDF)

“We are conditioned to think if it ‘ain’t broke, don’t fix 
it.’ Right? A lot of us, myself included, are really good at 
following directions and completing a task. This path is 
linear. It’s easy. It’s been spelled out. This training flips that 
notion on its head and strives to unlock the potential within 
us to solve complex problems and learn about leadership 
while attempting to be leaders. We were given a problem 
and set free to innovate. And while we were supported, how 
we longed for some bumper rails, just tell us what to do 
and we’ll do it, but that’s not the point. It’s supposed to be 
uncomfortable. It’s supposed to be hard. They’re trying to 
un-condition us and build that innovative muscle within our 
minds. I learned, we can do hard things.” 
–Angela Vincent, CalRecycle, Graduate, Cohort 2021, 
Cal-IPGCA. Innovationist Presentation 
– Day of Innovation – June 10, 2021

“The O. N. E. Integrators provided a beta test as a working 
model that leverages the independent strengths that everyone 
brought to the table while sharing real time collaboration 
coordination to optimize the contributions by the participants 
while minimizing unnecessary redundancy and duplication 
of efforts. Now imagine for a moment, an environment where 
we could replicate and scale this integrated approach across 
state government - that is powerful! That is awesome! As 
noted earlier, each team selected its own representatives 
to participate, from each of the underlying moonshot 
projects. When they met, they shared their work in progress 
and collectively and quickly identified areas of overlap for 
consolidation, but also identified opportunities to cross 
pollinate and strengthen their recommendations.”  
-Kathleen Webb, Chief Deputy Director, California 
Department of Motor Vehicles, Cal-IPGCA Day of 
Innovation – June 10, 2021

“This is where Cal-IPGCA is so critical for the functioning of 
state government; how do we share these new ideas across 
state agencies? So this is the team that’s going to bring it 
to you with several key projects. This touches so many parts 
of our lives, which forces such an integration. So this is the 
team that’s going to get it done. I’m really excited to be their 
champion and leadership sponsor.”  
–Karla Nemeth, Director, California Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) – Cal-IPGCA Day of Innovation 
– June 10, 2021

I’ve seen what they’re doing. They are shining a spotlight 
on the very important segment of middle management 
that is the key to unlocking innovation. Team M and M aims 
to elevate and promote the middle managers role as the 
backbone of innovation in California government, through 
partnerships, collaboration, teamwork, and their approach 
to develop a charter for a consortium that will guide and 
empower the middle managers and state government to 
push teams. Team M and M is focused on empowering our 
middle managers to then empower our workforce. I am so 
very excited about this moonshot and I completely support 
a proclamation of just how important every voice is, how 
important our middle managers are to unlocking innovation 
in state government.” 
–Michael Keever, Chief Deputy Director, California 
Department of Transportation – June 10, 2021

 “If I asked you to draw me a picture of someone who is 
teleworking, what would that look like? I just want you to think 
and internalize and imagine it.  I have a newsflash for you 
folks. We have created our own path, our own direction. Our 
future is connecting. Our future is here and it’s there. And it’s 
wherever the work needs to get done because we have created 
an environment that is suited for our work and is now more 
resilient than ever before.” 
–John Sanborn, Chief Learning Officer, CalHR 
– Cal-IPGCA Day of Innovation – June 10, 2021

COHORT 2021 Innovation Playbook

M&M–Building a Middle Managers Consortium for Innovation & Change

teamMoonshot: Build a Middle Managers Consortium framework to engage 
middle managers, with executive leadership participation, to define 
problems & design solutions. Because many solutions to empower 
middle managers rely on changes & buy-in from executive leadership, 
they will be included in the Consortium. Top down & bottom-up 
approaches are needed to achieve these goals & create change.
Prototypes: Middle Managers Consortium, Statewide best 
practices, and Skills Bank

M&M

Investing 
in the 

Middle

• TEAM MEMBER BIOGRAPHIES

• INNOVATION PRIORITIES

• MOONSHOT VIDEO OVERVIEW: (Intro)

• MOONSHOT VIDEO PRESENTATION: (Master - Full)

• POWERPOINT SLIDES

• OUTCOME REPORT: (PDF)

COHORT 2021 Innovation Playbook

TeleTeam–Make Telework Work

teamMoonshot: Build the government workplace of the future with 
Tele-Portal, a web-based platform designed to promote informed, 
consistent, & inclusive telework decisions by all levels of State agency 
leadership & by rank-and-file workers. Tele-Portal will link employees 
to resources & consistent telework best practices, promote work-life 
balance, & improve level of government services.
Prototypes: Tele-Portal (8 Pillars), Tele-Portal guiding principles, 
and Skills Bank

• TEAM MEMBER BIOGRAPHIES

• INNOVATION PRIORITIES

• MOONSHOT VIDEO OVERVIEW: (Intro)

• MOONSHOT VIDEO PRESENTATION: (Master - Full)

• POWERPOINT SLIDES

• OUTCOME REPORT: (PDF)

TeleTeam

Make 
Telework 

Work

• 

• 

March 10, 2022
Champion Summit

April 14, 2022
Hackathon

https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Agenda's/Cohort2021_Team+Bios-Directory_June9+(1).pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Voiceover+Introductions+-+All+Teams/O.+N.+E.+Integrators+Overview+Video_With+Music_060621.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/MASTER+O.N.E.+-+FULL-WITH++MUSIC_A+man+of+vision.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_TheONE_REV2_MASTER.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/PowerPoint_FINAL-O.N.E.-Integrators-Wrapper-Day-of-Innovation(06-10-2021).pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+TEAM+AND+SPEAKER+DIRECTORIES+-+BIOS+-+ALL/SAC+Net+Directory+Only.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/SACNet+Skills+Bank/Cohort2021_InnovationTeam_1_Handouts.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Voiceover+Introductions+-+All+Teams/SACNet+Pilots+Intro+Video_MASTER_With+Music_060121.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/SACNet+Pilots+MASTER_FULL+PRESENTATION+WITH+MUSIC_ULTIMATE+AUDIO_070321.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_SACNetPilots_REV1_Master.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/DAY+OF+INNOVATION_MASTER+BETA+TEST+TEAMS/1.+SACNet+Pilots+DMV+PoC+Beta+Tester+List.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+TEAM+AND+SPEAKER+DIRECTORIES+-+BIOS+-+ALL/M+and+M+Directory+Only.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/SACNet+Skills+Bank/Cohort2021_InnovationTeam_2_Handouts.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Voiceover+Introductions+-+All+Teams/M+and+M_FINAL_With+Music_053021.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/MASTER_M+and+M_FINAL-With+MUSIC_Man+of+Vision_070121.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_M_and_M_REV1_rjc_060821.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_M_and_M_REV1_rjc_060821.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+TEAM+AND+SPEAKER+DIRECTORIES+-+BIOS+-+ALL/TeleTeam+Directory+ONLY.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/SACNet+Skills+Bank/Cohort2021_InnovationTeam_3_Handouts.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Voiceover+Introductions+-+All+Teams/TeleTeam_FINAL_With+Music_6.1.21.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/MASTER_TeleTeam_Intro_Full+Presentation_0622921.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_TeleTeam_REV2_MASTER.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/Tele-Portal+-+KG+%26+RZ+05.28.21+(1)POWERPOINTS+-+FINAL.pdf
https://s3.console.aws.amazon.com/s3/object/ipgca2020?region=us-west-1&prefix=COHORT+2022/HACKATHON+2022+ONLY.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/Champion+Summit+2022+ONLY.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/Innovationist_Angela+Vincent_061021.mp4
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COHORT 2021 Innovation Playbook

The Unifiers–Eliminating Youth Homelessness & Moving Beyond Racism

team
Moonshot: Implement a collaborative system to prevent & resolve 
homelessness & racial inequities–giving power to those who are seeking shelter, 
safety & employment. Shift homelessness at its origin–the children–where all 
change is possible, & all futures are open roads to be explored. Cause a cultural 
paradigm shift in attitudes, behaviors, & actions by realizing racial equity where 
race can no longer be used to predict life outcomes, & outcomes for all groups 
are improved.
Prototypes: RiseUp Ambassador Corps & mentoring program for youth who 
are unhoused, State agency Racial Equity Action Plans & tools, State diversity, 
equity & inclusion training with healing component, accountability measures & 
Skills Bank

• POWERPOINT SLIDES

• TEAM MEMBER BIOGRAPHIES

• INNOVATION PRIORITIES

• MOONSHOT VIDEO OVERVIEW: (Intro)

• MOONSHOT VIDEO PRESENTATION: (Master - Full)

• OUTCOME REPORT: (PDF)

The Unifiers

One Team. 
One World. 
One Love

TESTIMONIALS
The words of our leaders and our trainees are the real 
storytellers of Cal-IPGCA. See and hear what they have to say... 

CAL-IPGCA LEADERSHIP – LESSONS LEARNED

"In Their Words"
Secretary Wade Crowfoot, CNRA  
Kathleen Webb, Chief Deputy Director, DMV 
Karla Nemeth, Director, DWR
John Sanborn, Chief Learning Officer, CalHR 
Henry Jones, President, CalPERS 

LEADERSHIP
Cal-IPGCA 

“The Unifiers vision and goals blur the lines between culture 
differences. One of which we all are invested in is a concept 
One - One Team, One World, One Love. By seeing ourselves 
as a single - interconnected by our common humanity 
goals, their moonshot project is achievable and they have 
a plan to get there. That’s why I’m proud to be a champion 
of the Unifiers Team. Their moonshot project is an asset to 
the governor’s call to focus on one part of the unhoused 
population and address it with intentionality. I believe 
wholeheartedly they can do it. The Unifiers have momentum, 
technology, and this innovation program on their side to 
succeed. My reason for hope is greater than ever.” 
–Henry Jones, President, CalPERS – Day of Innovation 
– June 10, 2021

“It’s always great to see all of you trying to create 
a better California. And it only happens in this 

particular way. There’s not very many, if any 
platforms like this that collaborate to the degree 
the State really needs. There are communities of 

practice, but there’s nobody who’s actually doing 
it. The level of work that you provide, and the 

engagement with other leaders, is just astounding.” 
–John Sanborn, Chief Learning Officer, CalHR 

-  May 11, 2021

“So I want to invite all of you. If you want to feel like you 
were part of something greater than yourself, if you want 
to feel like you are changing lives, then I’d say, make an 
investment in yourself and invest in this program and all it 
has to offer you. I wasn’t asked to do a plug for Cal-IPGCA, but 
I have to tell you, this is rapid innovation. With six months, 
I totally changed my management style. And this was my 
transformative leadership moment – to sell why the why 
matters to my people - so that we can change lives!”  
–Samantha Blackwood, Chief, Classification & Succession 
Planning, DWR, Cohort 2021 Trainee – Innovationist 
Presentation – Day of Innovation – June 10, 2021

WHO SHOULD APPLY – 5 TRAINEE LEVELS

REGISTER NOW!

Executive Leadership

Board of Advisors

Leaders Forum - Executive Trainer Bios

Cal-IPGCA Association - Board of Directors

https://cal-ipgca.org/index.php/about/meet-the-board
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+TEAM+AND+SPEAKER+DIRECTORIES+-+BIOS+-+ALL/Unifiers+Directory+Only.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/SACNet+Skills+Bank/Cohort2021_InnovationTeam_4_Handouts.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Voiceover+Introductions+-+All+Teams/The+Unifiers_FINAL_with+Music.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/MASTER_UNIFIERS_FINAL_WITH+MUSIC_070221.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/UNIFIERS+APPENDIX+DOCUMENTS/Cohort2021_MoonshotInnovationPlans_UNIFIERS_REV1_Master-LINKED_061521.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/OUTCOME+REPORTS+MASTER+/2021.06.10+Unifiers_PPT+Day+of+Innovation+Final.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/2022+LEADERS+FORUM+OVERVIEWS+-+5+FORUMS_090921.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/3.1+Cohort2021_LessonsLearned_GLOBAL+EXTERNAL_REV2_Sept1_2021.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/4.+Cohort2021_Testimonials_FINAL_2_082921.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/Wade+Crowfoot_Building+Movement+within+Gov.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/0.+MASTER+ONE+-+KATHLEEN'S+QUOTE+ONLY_MICRO-MACRO.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/Karla+Nemeth_Quote+for+Cohort+2022+Website.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/John+Sanborn_Cal-IPGCA+Accolade_051121_090921.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/DAY+OF+INNOVATION+2021_050521/0.+DAY+OF+INNOVATION+MASTER+VIDEOS_ALL_062021/Henry+Jones_Unifiers+Quote+for+Cohort+2022+Website_090821.mp4
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/Executive%2BSponsors+Only_2022_REV+2.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/BOARD+OF+ADVISORS+ONLY_REV+2.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/COHORT+2022+-+LEADERS+FORUM+BIOS+ONLY_090921.pdf
https://ipgca2020.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/COHORT+2022/Cohort2022_CostSheet_Oct26_2021_SinglePages_NEW+MASTER.pdf
https://www.research.net/r/TK9QV7L



